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TODDLER NEWS

September News
A big welcome to Keelyn, our newest addition to the toddler program. This past
month we have focused on learning all about ourselves and our friends. The
toddlers have enjoyed singing “Head, Shoulders, Knees & Toes,” finding their
friends’ pictures in the sensory table, making fingerprints with stamp pads,
painting over their names, and much more! We have been splitting the group
up in the mornings for outdoor play and group activities to ensure more 1 on 1
attention and to utilize space as much as possible! So far this has been working
out great :) It has been our goal to get outside as much as possible before the
days begin to shorten and the winter fast approaches. Happy birthday to
Jordan who turns 2 on September 28th.

Reminders
Please remember to sign your child in and out each day and fill out the top part
of their daily forms. You may want to check their mail folders each morning as
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well as that is where your bill is put each week. It is
also important that your child’s food is toddler-safe
and cut up into half inch pieces to prevent choking.
With the increasing enrollment, it is hard for us to
find the time to cut up food into safe bites. Each
child’s lunch box is required by the state to include
an ice pack as we do not refrigerate lunches or heat
them up. It is also a state requirement for all child's
belongings, especially water bottles to be labeled.
Thank you!

October
Coming in October we will focus on an Autumn
theme learning about the fall, apples, pumpkins,
and all that fun stuff! On top of the cubby shelf you
will find our current Highlights Hello book that we
read each day at circle. We have a classroom copy
and a parent copy for you to borrow and read at
home with your child.

In other news, Miss Carly is expecting a baby April
2nd :)

Happy Fall!
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